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Intro

The Decentralized Finance Phenomenon

DeFi - the ecosystem of financial applications that recreates
traditional financial products and services with blockchain
technology - has been one of the most exciting trends and main
forces moving the entire crypto market since June 2020. Its noncustodial, open, transparent, flexible and decentralized nature
along with spectacular yield opportunities led to the exponential
growth of the industry in recent years: the total value locked in DeFi
applications has risen from $800M in the beginning of June 2020
to almost $190B in the middle of September 2021*, an increase of
more than 200 times.

Hundreds of ventures have been coming up with their top-notch
solutions for decentralized lending, borrowing, crypto asset
exchange, yield farming and asset management.


Security Issues

The immense growth in the DeFi industry boosts demand for
security tools and auditing services. Along with having new
investment opportunities, users face new scam and attack risks
every day.

The DeFiYield R&D team of Solidity engineers have manually
verified 2500+ scam and exploit cases happened in DeFi since
2017, which led to funds losses totalling over $1.5B (All the info can
be found in the Rekt Database). Attacks aren’t limited to smaller
projects
* source: Defi Llama
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projects with inexperienced teams. Even projects taking leading
market positions by TVL and having teams with top-skilled industry
professionals can suffer from complicated exploits. Only the latest
hack of Polynetwork in August 2021 swept away $602M.

The DeFiYield team always emphasizes the necessity of doing full
security due diligence prior to putting any funds in any projects,
having derived the understanding not only from the shocking
statistics but also being scammed ourselves: DeFiYield lost $1.2
million worth of digital assets due to the Compounder platform rug
pull.This loss accounted for 10% out of the total $12 million losses.

We decided to become the protective power of DeFi. Not for the
sake of becoming a controlling force but building an ecosystem
for effective and safe performance in DeFi and community synergy.
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Security issues

DeFiYield – a New Security
Pa r a d i g m

DeFiYield’s mission

DeFiYield is the first cross-chain decentralized security network
fulfilling the goal of making the DeFi space safer for everyone by
developing the fully automated smart contract security scanner and
the unique crypto asset management dashboard that brings
together high effectiveness and safety of DeFi investments.
Moreover, DeFiYield performs comprehensive smart contract
security audits, encourages projects to solve their security
problems, shares knowledge with the community, and warns users
about DeFi risks they are exposed to.

The fundamental principle of DeFiYield when developing all
products and services is assuring decentralization. Thus, the project
relies on decentralized governance and aims to decentralize all the
data it provides: results generated by the automated smart contract
scanner, the SCW registry and historical DeFi data. The information
is subject to decentralized verification performed by a distributed
system of Indexers - node operators on DeFiYield Chain.

Besides, DeFiYield authored the bestselling book about DeFi that
is based on the personal experience in yield farming. It explains all
the main DeFi concepts needed to start a successful journey in the
industry, and shows advantages and risks to be aware of.


DeFiYield’s Experience and Team

DeFiYield was founded by experienced yield farmers and for yield
farmers. We have been investing in DeFi since the very beginning
of the industry development and with our own funds. Thus, we
know
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know what difficulties and risks every community member is
exposed to and what is needed to succeed in this highly innovative
and fast changing environment.

DeFiYield pioneered in providing independent smart contract
security audits. Our first audits were conducted in July 2020, shortly
after the yield farming industry boomed, bringing impressive
return opportunities for users. At the same time, scams happened
every day and users were not protected against them in any way.
No one performed yield-farming-focused auditing back then, and a
lot of projects were launching without even doing proper internal
audits. This is why DeFiYield took the lead and has been
developing and pushing security standards in the community since
then.

DeFiYield managed to build a strong team of experienced auditors
that are constantly improving their skills in line with the Defi
industry trends and introducing new auditing methods covering
more smart contract vulnerabilities.


The DeFiYield Ecosystem

The DeFiYield ecosystem unites a large community of defiers
involving newbies, experienced users, whales, degens and anyone
who is willing to join DeFi. Our community, which has grown
tremendously since the project’s launch, enjoys the following
major elements of the ecosystem:
• The only security dashboard on the market combining features
for effective crypto asset management and a built in safety
infrastructure allowing users to be aware of risks and handle
them;
• Community governance that is built with OpenZeppelin’s
Governor system including the GovernorCompatibilityBravo
module, which originally was designed by Compound;
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• An open access safety toolkit and databases including
DeFiYield’s smart contract scanner, the SCW registry, the
security audit database, the rekt database and the advanced
impermanent loss calculator;
• The system of decentralized security verification that is based
on a peer-to-peer network of security validators running nodes
on DeFiYield Smart Chain.
DeFiYield’ Dashboard - the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

DeFiYield has built the unique investment dashboard pursuing the
all-in-one approach allowing users to track investment
opportunities, watch performance metrics of their crypto portfolios
including P&L, impermanent loss and farming rewards, relocate
funds across different projects and blockchains along with being
protected with the built in alerting system that informs about
approvals for malicious Dapps, having backdoors, infinite minting
or other security issues exposing user funds to risks.

The dashboard is designed to be compatible with Ethereum,
Binance Smart Chain, Polygon, Arbitrum, Avalanche, Solana,
Polkadot and all non-EVM-compatible chains.

By connecting a crypto wallet and navigating to the Dashboard
section, a user gets:
• Their account overview featuring the total balance of the wallet,
the total values of funds deposited in vaults, provided in
liquidity pools, lended out, staked funds and the total debt
value;
• Value of assets grouped by blockchain networks;
• Used DeFi platforms.
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

The Portfolio section of the dashboard enables users to see wallet
information by tokens such as prices, token balances and their
values in USD, and to quickly exchange tokens for the best rates on
the market. It’s possible to filter the portfolio data by blockchain
networks.

Moreover, users can see P&L for each asset in their portfolios. It
accounts for asset’s balance change from any incoming and
outgoing transfers, received rewards
and accrued rewards by
the end of the analyzed period
. The received rewards value is
calculated multiplying the total amount of the reward asset with its
weighted price, and the value of accruals is expressed based on
the current price of the asset.
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

- asset balance at the start;

- asset balance at the end;

- asset price at a time point t;

- asset price at the end of the analyzed period;

- asset price at the start of the analyzed period;

- asset amount of an incoming transfer;

- asset amount of an outgoing transfer.


From any spot of the dashboard, users can buy crypto for fiat in the
fastest and easiest way as DeFiYield utilizes the RAMP protocol,
which aggregates various payment methods. As crypto is getting
more attention and the growing potential of its adoption is proven,
more and more people will need to get into crypto. DeFiYield is
ready to serve as a decentralized Robinhood. With a selfexplanatory UI and clear transaction terms, it’s a perfect solution for
any crypto newbie. Moreover, users benefit from approachable
fees.

The Pools section allows users to overview the list of pools they’ve
provided liquidity to and fees earned in them. Right on the spot, it’s
possible to add and remove liquidity, rebalance and claim rewards.

The fundamental of calculating fees earned from liquidity provision
is change in “constant product” that is a result of multiplication of a
pair’s reserve balances. It’s value can only change when liquidity is
added to the pair or withdrawn. The accumulated fees between
two time points and can be expressed as a percentage in the
pair’s liquidity at the point :
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

Moreover, the dashboard helps to explore liquidity provision
opportunities. One can see the list of pools offered by the biggest
DeFi projects and sort them by achieved liquidity reserves and
yield.

Historical data is available as well: the dashboard shows pools
users participated in and the whole transactions history of their
wallets.

Besides being armed with all the information for effective crypto
asset analysis and management, users are notified about risks
associated with their DeFi investments. This is what makes
DeFiYield’s dashboard stand out as there are no similar services on
the market at the moment.

How are users warned about risks they get exposed to?

The dashboard shows the whole list of contracts approved by a
connected wallet. Why is it critical to analyse what Dapps received
approval to spend a user’s tokens and in what amount? In order to
use
10
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

use a Dapp, users need to allow smart contracts of the app to
transfer their tokens. A lot of DeFi projects utilize unlimited token
approvals in their smart contracts by default, claiming this improves
user experience as one approval would be valid for all future
transactions. In this case, these projects become eligible to transfer
all tokens of their users any time without any additional approvals.

Under each approved smart contract address, users can see a list of
exposed tokens, their balances, approved amounts and risk
exposure valued in USD. The DeFiYield dashboard allows users to
modify approved token amounts or completely decline the
allowances.

All contracts approved by a user
against the following safety metrics:

are automatically scanned

• Verification. Is the analyzed smart contract code verified by a
blockchain explorer such as Etherscan or Bscscan or not? This
reflects whether the contracts’ bytecode matches with that on
the blockchain;
• Owner type. Here one can see if their smart contracts are EOA-,
smart-contract-owned or don’t have any owner. If the owner of
a smart contract is an EOA, it can interact with it and call a
certain set of underlying functions at their own discretion;
• Major EOA-holders. Are there EOAs holding large shares of a
project’s token? (This refers to cases when one private owner
has > 15% of the token total supply.) This aspect doesn't refer
to code security problems. However, users should take into
consideration that the token can be dumped by the major
holder/s anytime;
• Abandoned. A project is considered abandoned if no
transactions were broadcasted through the smart contract of its
token in the last 30 days;
11
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

• Migration. If migration functionality is present in the token
smart contract, user funds can be endangered;
• Pause. If a smart contract can be paused, users don’t have
constant access to their funds handled by it - there is no ability
to move the funds until a pause is over, thus, users face a higher
risk of money loss;
• Minting functionality. If the project token is mintable:
• Tokens might be minted to an EOA to perform a scam;
• Unlimited token supply can cause inflation of the token. The
scanning algorithm also indicates who can mint tokens: a
regular EOA, a smart contract or no minter is set.
• New. A scanned contract was created less than 7 days ago and
has not been battle-tested yet: code vulnerabilities can be
revealed in the future;
• Proxy. As code of already deployed smart contracts can’t be
upgraded, some projects choose proxy contract patterns to
assure flexibility. A proxy contract serves as an user interface
and its address is unchanged. Receiving message calls, it
redirects them to a contract containing a logic. This architecture
allows projects to bind newly deployed contracts with new
logic to already existing dependencies of proxies. This exposes
users to the risk of losing funds as any malicious code
functionality can be introduced with a newly deployed logic
contract;
• Mixers used. A mixer can be used by a dev team to pay for
deployment of the project contracts. This trick is often applied
by scammy projects to be untraceable after performing a rug
pull.
12
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

Users are automatically informed about scanning findings through
the Smart Notifications system. Once a risky smart contract is
indicated, they see a popup about the threat.

The list of scanned vulnerabilities will be widened to a
comprehensive risk assessment similar to the one provided by
DeFiYield’s smart contract scanner, covering a wide range of known
smart contract vulnerabilities such as reentrancy, unchecked return
values, function access control problems, missing event arithmetics,
etc. Moreover, the security scanning of approved contracts will
cover all the most frequent DeFi-specific smart contract
vulnerabilities, including privileged functions endangering user
funds.


DeFiYield Shield

The next step in developing the dashboard’s user protection layer
is introduction of DeFiYield Shield targeted towards automated
security level assessment of the entire DeFi portfolio of a user,
which will include the automated scanning of token contracts and
alerting the user with the Smart Notifications System in case some
of the held tokens feature high severity code issues and can be
identified as high risk.

Analyzing all underlying contracts of a crypto portfolio, DeFiYield
Shield will indicate how many smart contract vulnerabilities of each
severity level were found and what is the total security score of the
portfolio.
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

Fees

DeFiYield is focused on providing users with a variety of services
improving their DeFi experience in terms of safety, effectiveness
and comfort. Thus, we aggregate a wide range of advanced DeFi
features in one dashboard. For some dashboard services
interaction fees will be charged. This refers to multi-harvesting,
token swaps, adding and removing liquidity and requesting
automated smart contract security auditing.

The multi-harvesting feature is designed to enable users to collect
rewards gained from all their investments simultaneously just with
one call. Users don’t need to check claimables in each DeFi project
separately and manually go through reward withdrawals.
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the Most Secure Investing Dashboard

When the multi-harvesting function is called, users immediately
swap their claimed rewards to the DefiYield token.

Interaction fees collected by DeFiYield will be distributed among
$DEFI stakers and Indexers - node operators on DeFiYield Chain
providing decentralized verification of historical DeFi information
and data generated by the automated security scanning.


Security Layer

Besides being protected by the automated security scanning
system, users can benefit from accessing an extensive, advanced
safety toolkit involving the DeFiYield scanner, the audit database,
the rekt database and the advanced impermanent loss calculator.



The Scanner

Although the demand for easy to use and effective security
solutions is growing, the market is still lacking on high-quality tools
that don’t require any manual processing of obtained results. This
motivated DeFiYield to build a fully automated, fast working and
high-precision smart contract scanner that can be utilized by
anyone interested in investing in DeFi. In just a few clicks, users get
a comprehensive analysis of any smart contracts deployed on
Ethereum, Bianace Smart Chain or Polygon.

When developing the scanner and defining it’s quality standards,
DeFiYield based on personal experience in manual auditing of
DeFi projects and researching scams. The accumulated knowledge
was classified into the smart contract weakness registry currently
featuring over 200 issue types associated with Solidity best coding
practice, control flow, DeFi-specific problems, byte code safety,
private data safety and authorization control. The scanner is already
covering 80 issues, and more analysis metrics will be added with its
next version.
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The Scanner

By the moment, the scanner processed more than 15 thousand
smart contracts, having revealed over 900K vulnerabilities of
different severity levels and over 2K scams.

In order to use the scanner, users only need to input an address of
a deployed smart contract that must be analyzed. The scanner will
support more input options in the future. DeFiYield is planning to
add the possibility of providing source code from Github
repositories, directly uploading .sol files and ZIP packages.


Features

Unique SCW coverage

Most currently available automated tools for security analysis target
only common smart contract code weaknesses such as reentrancy,
unchecked transfers, zero address validation, etc., missing a large
part of potential threats. DeFiYield’s scanner is the only one
covering a wide range of DeFi-specific smart contract
vulnerabilities that have been used in DeFi scams in recent years
the most:
• Minting to malicious destinations. This issue occurs when an
EOA-contract-owner or another set minter can mint an
unlimited or significant amount of tokens to their wallet or any
other needed address. This poses a risk that the tokens minted
can be dumped on an exchange;
• Dangerous token migration. This is associated with a few risks.
Firstly, malicious logic can be implemented with introduction of
a new token. Secondly, a migrator can receive access to tokens
and remove liquidity from all pools;
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• Pausing token transfers. Pausing token transfers limits
operations with a project’s token, e.g. users can't sell it.
Moreover, when transfers of the token are paused, it will be
impossible to remove liquidity from pools involving it;
• Pausing funds withdrawal. It disables users from accessing their
deposited funds and gained rewards;
• Proxy patterns;
• Insufficient timelocks for important contract changes;
• Overprivileged roles having control over critical contract
parameters and underlying funds. This refers to cases when
security of funds handled by contracts fully depends on actions
of a third party (a privileged EOA). Anytime and without any
limitations, the privileged role can move deposited tokens,
redirect pool/vault rewards or replace addresses managing
contract parameters and calling key protocol functions in a
centralized way.
Comprehensive analysis

The scanner performs both on-chain and source code analysis. Onchain info is data obtained from a blockchain regarding events,
transactions and address interactions associated with the project
analyzed.

Source code static analysis targets checking smart contract code
against common vulnerability patterns.


Easy navigation

Intuitive UI design and graphical representation of findings allow
users to work with the scanner without getting confused or reading
manuals.
18
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Security scoring

The total security score is a bottom line of scanning results, which
enables fast comparability of DeFi projects and reflects general
trustworthiness of the code scanned.


Easy interpretability

The solution targets both average DeFi users and blockchain
developers. It doesn’t require deep understanding of smart
contract code in order to analyze the scanner’s findings.

Each smart contract weakness found is followed by explicit
description and recommendation for handling it


Similarity score

Users can review smart contracts with similar structure and
functionality to the analyzed one. Accordingly, the contracts can
have similar issues. Moreover, users can see if the scanned
contract is similar to some known scam contracts. 

The similarity check can also reveal how different the scanned
contract is from industry standard contracts, allowing users to
comparine deviations and focus on possible consequences.


PDF Report

Besides getting the user-friendly findings representation, the tool
provides users with security report generation.


Fast

The scanning process can be completed within 15 seconds,
depending on contract complexity.

Another distinguishing feature of the scanner is that it works
recursively
19
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recursively checking not only a contract requested by a user for
the analysis, but all the related addresses as well. In this way, the
scanner covers the context of the contract’s functioning.
Input: SC Address

Scan Database
Security Analysis

Source Code Pulled from Blockchain
Explorers

Compilation and
Bytecode
Representation

Abstract Syntax
Trees and Control
Graphs
Detecting Functions
with Centralized
Control

Checking for
Common SCW
Patterns

Web3 On-Chain Info

Checks

Synchronization with
the Rekt Database

Transactions analysi
Called event
Contract methods that can be
called; address interactions

Social Media
Analysis

Sentiment
Analysis

Social Activity
Data

Checking for DeFi-specific
Risk Signals
Unverified contrac
Unrestricted min
Transfer blockin
Deployment funding:
mixers use
Interactions with
addresses previously
involved in scam
Token migration
Proxy upgradabilit
Abandoned toke
Newly deployed

If already
present in the
database

Classification of Findings by Severity

Risk Assessment

Security Scoring

Security Report

DeFiYield Chain

The number of smart contracts deployed to blockchains is
increasing at a much higher pace than the real capacities to
manually check them for security. With millions of smart contracts
having been deployed to blockchains and thousands of new smart
contracts being deployed every day, there is no way all of them
can
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can be checked manually by Solidity experts. A lot of them, having
severe vulnerabilities, go to public use unchecked. This results in
tremendous losses the community faces every day. This
significantly postpones adoption of the blockchain technology.

DeFiYield offers the automated security scanner as an effective
solution for the problem: it can be used both by smart contract
developers and any smart contract user regardless of their Solidity
knowledge level, and the checking process is fully automated.

Besides providing fast automated checks, DeFiYield guarantees
results produced by the scanner can’t be manipulated or distorted
through implementation of decentralized verification of every
security check.


Indexers

The central role in decentralized verification is performed by
security validators called Indexers that together build a distributed
network of computers that run nodes on DeFiYield Smart Chain
and verify data obtained as a result of the automated security
scanning process.

Indexers can be defined as node operators:


• preparing data for the scanning process;
• performing security checks;
• verifying each other's scanning results.
Any community member can become an Indexer. Indexers create
DeFiYield verification nodes through staking $DEFI and being
rewarded in $DEFI. The rewards are calculated as a percentage of
query fees. Only computing power must be provided, no expert
knowledge in checking smart contracts for safety is required.
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The verification smart contract is designed to be governed by the
DeFiYield decentralized governance through voting so that the
project team won’t have any centralized influence on the contract
parameter updates.

The smart contract security checks are designed to function in a
fully trustless way:
• Created validator nodes is a peer-to-peer security network
where each verification operator performs assigned security
checks independently;
• Validators are encouraged for honest performance with
rewards paid in $DEFI;
• Auditing results can’t be changed in favour of a malicious actor.
Tokens, staked and locked by node creation, motivate node
runners to provide only correct, unbiased information about
security level of scanned smart contracts. If wrong information
is provided to the verification protocol, the malicious provider
loses all their staked tokens;
• Each security metric is checked by multiple node verificators:
an Indexer and sub-Indexers. In this way, each check is done a
few times to confirm the result is not manipulated or
misrepresented. Only if consensus is reached, the analysis data
is sent to DeFiYield Oracles or API endpoints, and Indexers are
paid for performing the checks.
Indexers generate proof-of-security hashes as a result of contract
verifications and get tokens in turn as rewards.
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Contributors

Another group of the decentralized verification participants
involves contributors that are developers and smart contract
auditors. Contributors can make proposals regarding adding new
features to the existing tools of DeFiYield. For example, they can
propose adding more security checks they find to be valuable and
in turn get rewarded by DeFiYield. Code of the proposed security
checks is loaded to the server as subchecks through the API.

Moreover, community members with expert blockchain
development knowledge are incentivized to find false positives in
existing checks of the automated security scanner and submit
proposals that can solve them.


Delegators

$DEFI holders can participate in the decentralized verification
delegating their stakes to Indexers. Rewards for performing and
validating scanning results are then split between Indexers and
deligators.


DeFiYield Chain Use Cases

Developers design smart contracts eligible for handling user funds
amounting to millions of dollars. Thus, they have to ensure their
code doesn’t contain any weaknesses allowing attackers to steal
the underlying funds.

To start the decentralized automated security scanning, a
developer submits a smart contract address or source code to the
DeFiYield verification protocol and pays $DEFI tokens to cover the
job of Indexers.

The smart contract directs the request to verification nodes run by
Indexers that have to perform the security analysis by a number of
metrics to prove the code is safe.
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Issues found are counted, classified by severity and summarized in
the total security score.

Both on-chain and off-chain processing of the obtained security
check results is possible.

Smart contract security data can be forwarded to the DeFiYield
Oracles to further be used by smart contracts deployed on
Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain, Polygon or any other EVMcompatible chain. This provides a real-time monitoring of possible
threats.

Off-chain utilization of verified security data refers to sending them
to users in the form of API responses.

DeFi projects can publish verified audit results to increase trust of
the community or keep them for internal development purposes.

The technology of decentralized verification allows developers to
check their smart contracts for security in the fully automated way
and increase user trust, which contributes to the general
improvement of the DeFi infrastructure.

The technology can also be helpful for investors that want to make
sure smart contracts they want to invest in don’t contain any
malicious functionality and are not vulnerable to external attacks.

As each finding is marked with severity level and auditing results
are summarized in form of the total security score expressed in
percentage from 0 to 100, even non-tech users can easily interpret
results and have a clear technical basis for making investment
decisions.
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DeFiYield Chain
SC Address and

Chain ID

SC Users / Developers

Github

Input

DeFiYield Secure Chain

Source Code Files /
ZIP packadges

Contributors

Delegators

Indexer 1

Security Scanning
DeFiYield Oracles
Ethereum

Off-Chain Responses

Indexer 2
Indexer ...
Indexer n

BSC
Polygon
Other Chains

The Audit Database



DeFiYield’s audit database is the world’s first and only web source
allowing users to access all currently available security audits of
DeFi projects provided by more than 70 audit providers.

The database includes every audit performed by DeFiYield and
other top industry auditing providers such as Quantstamp,
PeckShield, Chainsulting, Open Zeppelin, ConsenSys Diligence,
CertiK, Haechi, Hacken, Solidity Finance, and more.

At the moment, users can review more than 2200 security audits of
projects running on different chains: Ethereum, Binance Smart
Chain, HECO, Polygon, Fantom and Avax. And the database is
being systematically replenished with projects built on newly
developed, innovative and more scalable blockchain solutions.
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The list of auditors is being expanded with the growth of the
blockchain security branch.

The DeFiYield audit database is dynamic and being constantly
updated. Our team tracks the auditor’s activity and makes
contributions to the database on an everyday basis.

The database helps users to do an obligatory step of their due
diligence before investing in DeFi projects - estimating security
level of the selected projects in the most convenient and time
efficient way, as users don’t need to search for audit reports all over
the internet. Everything is already gathered by DeFiYield in one
place.

As discussed earlier in this whitepaper, focusing exclusively on
yield generation with the most hyped projects is a big mistake
which already costs billions of dollars in lost funds. The orientation
by large profit numbers promised by projects and the community
FUD is the riskiest way of investing in DeFi. Do your deap research
with the knowledge offered by DeFiYield and other crypto
professionals.
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Each audit provider has its own approach to the project safety
analysis. Some auditors only perform automated checks, others do
manual reviews or combine automated and manual techniques.

Moreover, the auditors listed review different sets of metrics to
assess security of DeFi projects. Some are only focused on
checking smart contracts vulnerabilities, others consider non-code
project characteristics along with the technical part. Even the latter
can be done with different approaches, covering different types of
code vulnerabilities.

Thus, the ability to see different security estimation results and
compare them enables getting the fullest picture about a project’s
advantages and disadvantages from the security perspective.

To provide comparability of security auditing results featured by
different auditors for each project, DeFiYield decided to show
summaries in form of the numbers of issues found by each auditor,
excluding already fixed issues with the consent of both parties - the
auditors and the projects, which can be seen in the reports. But this
metric doesn’t fully reflect if a DeFi project is safe to invest in. To
get the complete understanding of all possible risks related to
interaction with the project, it’s necessary to fully review the audit
reports, taking their methodology into consideration.


The Rekt Database

Striving to remain the biggest contributor to the safety of the DeFi
community, DeFiYield has developed a unique database of exit
scams, abandoned projects, exploits and flash loan attacks. It can
help users to know whom they should stay away from and learn the
most frequent rug pull, flash-loan and exploit patterns in order to
be able to distinguish safe projects with real value from the risky
and vulnerable ones.
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By this moment, the database contains detailed information about
over 2500 scam, exploit and flash-loan attack cases, which were
manually verified by the DeFiYield team. The database is being
regularly updated with new information.

For each project in the base, users can see a network it was built
on, a technical issue used for the scam/attack, a rekt type, total
funds lost and the Details section that provides users with facts
about the case, which were manually checked by the DeFiYield
team through analyzing blockchain transactions.

Moreover, DeFiYield makes community contributions possible.
Users can report a hack, scam or a suspicious project by pressing
the Report Claim button and fulfilling a form. Our team always
checks and verifies the provided info. In case a reported project is
proved to be a scam/exploit, it is added to the database.

28
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The Smart Contract Weaknesspedia

Having analyzed smart contract security of hundreds of DeFi
projects, DeFiYield accumulated a comprehensive list of smart
contract weaknesses (SCWs) from six categories - control flow,
Solidity best coding practices, authorization control, byte-code
safety, private data safety and DeFi-specific vulnerabilities, which is
a unique knowledge from the auditing practise and analysis of
DeFi scam cases and attacks. All the SCWs are presented in the
Smart Contract Weaknesspedia, where each code vulnerability is
marked with severity level and has its description, handling
recommendations and code examples.

The data will be open-source. Developers can use it as a
fundamental for assuring their contracts don’t contain significant
issues making them vulnerable to external attacks, and DeFi users
can extend their investment due diligence learning security metrics
and the most common scam patterns.



Other Security Tools

Timelock Contract Viewer

To stay safe, users should track functions that can be invoked by
project admins through a particular timelock with help of Timelock
Contract Viewer by DeFiYield. Just by entering a Timelock
contract’s address, one can see minimum delay maximum delay,
admin address, list of transactions ever performed through the
analysed Timelock contract.
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Impermanent Loss Calculator

Impermanent loss is one of the main risks yield farmers are
exposed to. It occurs every time the price of an asset deposited to
a liquidity pool changes compared to the price at the deposit time.

Users can track how price fluctuations can influence their yield
farming with the advanced impermanent loss calculator developed
by DeFiYield. It is based on a spiral calculation, and reflects
rebalancing steps that are executed at certain price changes in a
liquidity pool. The calculations are based on the following formula:











- weight of token i;

- price change for token i expressed in USD.
DeFiYield SDK

Developers can easily reach and use the audit and rekt databases
along with the scanner’s functionality through APIs. In order to use
them, one first needs to register as a user and receive an individual
token. This token will allow making requests for authorization by
the Bearer authentication type in the future.
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Client
API GATEWAY
Audits API

Scaner API

Rekt API

API Requests

API RESPONSES

Databases
Cloud Processing

The audit database API enables to get:
• Project name;
• Token ticker and address;
• Chain name;
• Auditor name;
• Number of security issues revealed during the auditing;
• Security scoring (if provided by the auditor);
• Audit date;
• Link to the pdf file containing the audit report, which can be
easily downloaded.
The rekt database API provides:
• Project name;
• Token ticker and address;
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• Logo icon;
• Scam/Attack Date;
• Description;
• Proof link;
• Website link;
• Webarchive link;
• Funds Lost.
The scanner API allows to get:
• General info of the scanned contract (token price, total supply,
number of token holders, etc.);
• Statistics on scanned addresses, found issues;
• Onchain scanning information (proxy patterns used, minting,
migration, contract pausing, mixers used by deployment);
• Security scoring;
• PDF report generation.
Tokenomics and Governance

The DEFI token

$DEFI is an ERC20 token with fixed total supply that is planned to
be limited to 1 billion tokens.

The token distribution is designed to be multi-chain: $DEFI will be
present on Ethereum, Binance Smart Chain and Avalanche. 
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The central utilization purpose of the token is implementation of an
on-chain governance system, which is a key element of
decentralized protocols. Being fully community oriented, DeFiYield
enables users to make strategic decisions on the project’s
development.

Owners of the token are able to delegate their voting rights. When
the token balance of a $DEFI holder changes, their voting rights
are adjusted proportionally. Voting rights of delegates are adjusted
automatically as well.

The $DEFI token launch is expected for Q4 2022.


Governance

DeFiYield utilizes OpenZeppelin’s Governor contract featuring
minimal use of storage, optimized gas consumption and
upgradability without resetting proposal numbers. It’s fully
compatible with GovernorBravo through inheriting from the
GovernorCompatibilityBravo module.

There are three options for voting: yes, no and abstain. Moreover,
users can convey optional text while voting. In this way, DeFiYield
will get a deeper understanding of the community's expectations
and preferences.
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$DEFI Holders
Governor Contract
Proposal Creation
Voting Period
Voting Results
Declined

Succeeded
Timelock Contract
Queued for
Execution
Executed
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The voting rights refer to:
• Making proposals for independent audit reviews;
• Arranging reward allocation for smart contract auditors;
• Requesting a certain app feature to be developed. Proposals
apply to any element of DeFiYield’s ecosystem;
• Defining and approving new dashboard integrations;
• Revisioning DeFiYield’s pricing mechanics and rates;
• Defining grants and community / partner rewards.
Other token utilization includes:
• Discount for the app services for $DEFI holders. For example, a
discount will be applied to Multi-harverting - a service allowing
users claiming rewards from all pools simultaneously;
• Obtaining full access to all DeFiYield products: the audit
database, the rekt database, the smart contract scanner and
approved contracts info;
• Accessing and commenting closed community chats on DeFi
projects;
• Strategic partnerships. This includes implementation of $DEFI
as additional rewards for participation in certain pools of
partnering projects;
• Collateralization of DeFiYield’s own stablecoin - $defiUSD;
• Staking and locking $DEFI for creating and running verification
nodes on DeFiYield Chain;
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• Requesting smart contract auditing with decentralized
verification, where payments for the service are done in $DEFI
and used to reward node validators for performing smart
contract security checks with the automated scanner.
Token distribution

The total supply of DEFI is going to be distributed for:

• Project Treasury Reserves - 12%

• Seed Round - 10%

• Strategic Investors - 8%

• Community - 15%

• Development Reserve / Team - 15%

• Community & Development Grants - 7%

• Incentives for Liquidity Providers - 20%

• Early Adopters / Supporters - 3%

• Marketing Budget - 10%
Marketing Budget
10%
Early Adopters / Supporters
3%
Incentives for

Liquidity Providers
20%
Community &

Development Grants
7%
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Project Treasury Reserves
12%
Seed Round
10%
Strategic Investors
8%
Community
15%
Development Reserve / Team
15%

The $defiUSD stablecoin

The next step in developing the tokenomics will be introduction of
DeFiYield’s own stablecoin - $defiUSD that will be collateralized by
$DEFI and pegged to $1.

In order to mint $defiUSD, $DEFI holders will have to stake their
$DEFI as a collateral.

The stablecoin will serve a few goals:
• Providing additional incentives to invest in and hold $DEFI,
which would drive the token price up;
• Creating new stablecoin markets based on $defiUSD with
minimized risks and high rewards for liquidity provision;
• Strengthening the DeFiYield community through widening the
DeFiYield ecosystem and enhancing the $DEFI value.
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The DeFiYield Roadmap

The infographic below shows a summary of the work that we have
already done at DeFiYield as well as the current roadmap, as of Q2
2022.

Some variations with respect to the roadmap can happen as we reprioritize some topics depending on the macro condition of the
general crypto space.


Roadmap
2020

2021

Q1-Q4

Q1-Q4

World First APY Aggregator
and Yield Farming Explore
Opportunity
Largest Telegram Yield
Farming Community
Yield Farmer Toolkist:

30+ Security Audits
finalized
$10m+ self-invested in
DeFi yield farming
protocols

Investing Dashboard with
15+ Chain Integration
X- Ray Smart Contract
Vulnerability Scanner Beta
Written and published the
Best Selling book the Wall
Street Era is Over
Published the first and
only Audit Database
Published the first and
only Rekt Database
Advanced Approved
Contract Tool

2023

2022
Q1
100 DeFi Protocols
Integration (balances,
rewards)

View your balances, staking, yield
farming position, rewards and more

24 Chains Integration

Includes top non-EVM chains: Terra,
Cardano, Cosmos, Solana

NFT Dashboard v1

Visualize the NFTs of any address

Yield Farming Explore
Opportunities v1

Aggregator to filter and explore
APY/APR for DeFi protocols across
multiple chains, allowing investors
to optimize their returns with the
highest yield possible

Native Token Staking

Monitor your LUNA, ADA, SOL
delegated to native staking pools

Q2
300+ DeFi Protocols
Integration
Yield Farming Explore
Opportunities v2

Aggregator to filter and explore
APY/APR for DeFi protocols across
multiple chains, allowing investors
to optimize their returns with the
highest yield possible

DeFiYield Shield

Alert users about dangerous smart
contracts, risky tokens, asset and
NFTs at risk

Smart Contract
Vulnerability Scanner v1
Token Sale Event

Q3

Q4

IDO-TGE for the $DEFI token

Q1-Q4
1000+ DeFi Protocols
Integration

500+ DeFi Protocols
Integration

800+ DeFi Protocols

Token Scanner Dashboard

Cross-Chain Swap

Cross Chain bridge
aggregator v2

Cross-Chain Bridge
Aggregator

iOS Mobile App

Select any token to visualize safety
and economics information, as well
as all your asset in that token

DeFiYield Social Profile
Web3 Login

Create an account. Optional email
login to save and transfer your data
cross-platform

Integration

Swaps your assets directly across
multiple chains

Smart Contract
Vulnerability Scanner v2
Explore NFT Metaverse
opportunity aggregator v2

DeFiYield will continuously expand
protocol integrations over all the
major chains

Android Mobile App
DeFiYield chain testnet
$DEFI stablecoin full
ecosystem

Advanced NFT dashboard. Monitor
your portfolio or and track NFT
collections and wallets for activity

Including #DEFI token staking /
yield farming v2

$DEFI token staking / yield
farming v1

pools rewards

Historical data on PnL and

Social profile v2
DeFiYield DCA
DeFiYield SDK
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